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I M P A C T
S T O R Y

CLIENT CHALLENGES OUR APPROACH IMPACT DELIVERED

» The Compliance team of a large 
US-based firm faced bandwidth 
constraints, which prevented it 
from focusing on critical tasks 
such as the implementation 
of policies, procedures, and 
controls

» The client wanted to leverage 
offshore capability to 
supplement bandwidth 

» Acuity Knowledge Partners 
was selected to enhance 
the Compliance and Internal 
Controls team’s bandwidth by 
handling labor-intensive tasks 
such as ongoing monitoring, 
reporting, and process 
compliance and filing

» Conducted whiteboarding with 
the client’s team to identify 10 
tasks to be outsourced 

» Conducted a three-week onsite 
knowledge transfer program to 
help outsource the identified 
tasks

Processes supported included:
» Guideline coding and monitoring 
» Post-trade-review support 
» E-communication monitoring 

support 
» Review of sales and marketing 

material
» Code of ethics/tracking 

securities trading
» Due diligence reporting
» Internal controls reporting
» Ad hoc support

» More rigorous implementation 
of controls

» Deployed a streamlined 
screening process to review all 
existing and new clients

» Reviewed and corrected 5x 
more sales and marketing 
material, annually

» Reviewed 100% of personal 
share trading transactions vs. 
70% earlier

Delivering process enhancements:
» Enhanced the lexicon of filtering 

systems so more suspect emails 
could be reviewed

» Prevented financial penalties 
by tracking and adhering to 
regulatory deadlines

Multi-functional Compliance Support for US-based Global Asset Manager

5x
 increase in review of sales/ 

marketing material

100%
transactions reviewed 

vs. 70% earlier

100%
timelines
achieved


